state-in the wild; and incorporation into (C) the new state-marriage. Bacchylides' version though takes the girls as far as departure from stage B (they are released from roaming in the wild), but not as far as C, because he makes no direct mention of marriage.
A and B, although both states of resistance to marriage, are also opposed to each other. This opposition between the two forms of female reluctance is elsewhere sometimes softened so as to allow their combination, e.g. in the idea of the bride as a young animal attached to its mother. 10 In Bacchylides' poem the contradiction between the two forms of resistance is manifest in the enforced passage of the Proitids from the one to the other, from the parental home to the wild. And yet even here there are hints of assimilation. At v. 103 Proitos asks Artemis to 'lead out' his daughters from their frenzy. As Burnett notes, 1 x e^ccyocyeTv elsewhere refers to the 'leading out' of the bride from the parental home. 12 If it has that connotation here, then it is as if the Proitids in the wild are still somehow in their parental home; i.e. the two states of bridal resistance are implicitly assimilated to each other. This may be over-subtle, but is supported by the similar short-circuiting of the triangular passage manifest in 46 jeu^aaa: Hera 'yokes' the girls to their strong overmastering madness. The verb suggests Hera's activity as Zuyioc, the yoker of girls in marriage. It is of course appropriate that such yoking should force reluctant brides from their parental home. But because the triangular movement in fact requires a detour to the mountainside (B) , what Hera yokes the Proitids to is not marriage but the frenzy that takes them to this second stage. Paradoxically, the goddess of marriage sends the girls into the wild, into the realm of her opposite, the relentless virgin Artemis. And no less paradoxically the virgin Artemis, with the consent of Hera, releases the girls from their frenzy, to be by implication ready for marriage. Artemis is (vs. 37-9) both dypoTEpa and "Huepoc, a goddess of the wild who tames. In fact Hera and Artemis are complementary goddesses of marriage. 13 The narrative is dominated by their joint control over the two mental shifts required to move the girls through the triangular structure. 
Collective Premarital Ritual
What are we to make of the omission from Bacchylides' narrative of stage C? Various features of the narrative lead us to expect that it will end in marriage-indeed in the marriage in which most versions of the myth do end. As early as the Hesiodic version the Proitids are cured not by Artemis but by Melampous from Pylos. The reward for this cure is marriage with the Proitids for himself and (in some reports) for his brother Bias, together with a share each of Proitos' kingdom, which thereby suffers a long-lasting tripartite division. 15 Why is this conclusion omitted? According to Burnett (n. 1) Bacchylides 'dared to treat' the ancient story 'with great freedom. He meant to attach it to Lousoi and Artemis and so he simply removed' Melampous and thereby also Proitos' loss of daughters and territory. 'Saved in this new way by Artemis, Proitos can take his daughters back to a Tiryns that has lost none of its power.' On the effect of the omission of the marriage with Melampous Burnett is certainly right. The story of this marriage was too well established for the Proitids to be given different husbands. And yet that is what the narrative seems to be trying to do. 'By implication', as Burnett puts it, 'the city of Tiryns... is provided with potential brides'-for its warriors who are so prominent in the narrative. But it seems to be mistaken to attribute, as she does, an important role to the 10 See e.g. S. Track 526 ff.; E. Hipp. 545 ff, IA 2-3, 9.2.6 ff. (cf. Ov. Am. 3-i3-iof.); Schol. Pi. Ol. 1080 ff. 6.i49g. Cf. also the respective roles of Zeus and of Hera 1 1 (n. 1) 112; cf. also E. IA 693; Horn. //. xiii 379; etc. in the myth of Io. 12 Cf. also the unity of opposites in XPVCTOAAKCCTOS 14 'Hera represents the normal order of the polis-(arrow and distaff), flow-rns (99 of Artemis, generally of the inversion of this order is her anger' (W. Burkert, Hera) .
Greek religion [Oxford 1985] 165 ). The inversion is part 13 They are both honoured in the proteleia (Pollux iii of a necessary process of transition. innovative freedom of Bacchylides. Such attribution is always dangerous where so much of the mythical tradition has not survived. But whatever the truth of that, it is clear that the pattern of his narrative emerges, as we shall see, not from (or not only from) the individual creativity of Bacchylides but from a type of ritual which is an important symbolic element in the process by which the city state reproduces itself. The version followed by Bacchylides is found also in Callimachus (h. Art. 233 ff.), who ascribes to Proitos the foundation of a temple to Artemis ' HuEpoc at Lousoi after she had cured his daughters. 'Huepoc is an almost certain restoration in v. 39 of the Bacchylides papyrus. It means 'the gentle one', but also 'she who tames '. 16 B.'s narrative seems to derive in part from an aetiological (Argive?) myth of this cult. It ends with the foundation (110-12) of a sanctuary, altar, sacrifice, and female X°P°'-Even some of the details of the Proitids' earlier behaviour look like aetiologies for features of the cult; notably their absence for specifically thirteen whole months (92) and the wearing of crowns (108).
17 But our main interest is in two features. The first is the sacrifice (104-5) promised by Proitos to Artemis, in order to secure the release of his daughters, of twenty unyoked cattle, which I remarked earlier look like substitutes for his 'untamed' daughters. It was normal practice for a sacrifice to be offered by or on behalf of the bride before a Greek wedding (the proteleia). Very often it was made to Artemis. Walter Burkert describes it as 'appeasing the anger of the virgin Artemis, giving her a life for a life' (n. 7). What we have in B. exemplifies I think the same phenomenon, except that the substitutional sacrifice is performed as part of the aetiology of a collective ritual which merely prepares for marriage the girls who participate in it.
The other feature I want to stress is the title 'Huepoc, which was associated in the above mentioned passage of Callimachus with the taming of the Proitids; Proitos founds the temple at Lousoi for Artemis 'HuEpni, OUVEKOC QVUOV COT' aypiov EIAEO TTCUBCOV. (The scholiast comments 'Huepris, SIOTI TCXS Kopocs r^uEpcocTEv).
18 This surely exemplifies the widespread idea of the girl as an animal to be yoked or tamed in or for marriage (n. 6).
Another example of collective premarital sacrifice is to be found in the Attic cult of Artemis at Brauron and at Mounychia, in which young girls, secluded for a time it seems in the sanctuary, danced and imitated bears in the ritual called 'arkteia'. The aetiological myths of the cult suggest very strongly that the animals sacrificed (goats, and perhaps originally bears) were regarded as substitutes for the girls. For example, in one version the arkteia is founded as compensation for the killing of a she-bear in the sanctuary; and in another a man who promises to sacrifice his daughter dresses up a goat as a girl and sacrifices that instead. 19 A neglected detail that interests us is that the she-bear killed in the sanctuary had first been tamed (i^uepcoOeTaocv, r|UEpcb0T)). 20 One notice refers to the arkteia as 'as if purifying the girls from savagery before their marriage. 21 As may have been the case at Lousoi, the girls who went to Brauron (in antiquity a wooded area, by 16 
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'The Athenians voted' we are told 'that no maiden could be married unless she had been a bear for the goddess.' 23 This is no doubt an exaggeration. Not all Athenian wives had been 'bears'. But the implication that the ritual was of importance to the polis should be taken seriously. It is something that emerges also from the archaeological finds, 24 and from the famous passage of Aristophanes' Lysistrata in which the female chorus claim their right to advise the polis (639 ff.). They list their participation in four rituals by which the polis reared them, of which the third is the Brauronian arkteia; a little later they give the further justification that they produce sons. This may be humorous, but it is not pure fantasy. The arkteia is a preparation for marriage, but also part of a process by which the polis prepares its girls to be wives for its citizens. Artemis Brauronia also had a sanctuary on the Acropolis.
Let us now return to the Argolid. The importance of Hera and her temple in B.'s narrative reflects the importance of her cult at Tiryns. Her temple, it seems, was built in the main megaton of the Mycenaean palace (n. 3). Walter Burkert believes that the Proitids myth 'must' have had 'a Tirynthian conclusion, or at least a closing rite at Tiryns'-at least before the conquest of Tiryns by Argos in the 460s. 25 The Argives transferred the famous Tirynthian image of Hera to the Heraion, the great shrine of Hera six miles from Tiryns and five from Argos, that had been a common cult centre for the two towns.
26 King Proitos, when he left Argos, was said to have taken over the Heraion as well as Tiryns (Pausan. ii 26.2). Clearly a likely source of influence on the story of the Proitids was the cult of Hera at Tiryns and at the Heraion.
After the conquest and decline of Tiryns, the Heraion was no doubt dominated by Argos. At the Heraia, the great festival of Hera, her priestess was taken on a cart drawn by white cattle from Argos to the Heraion, where there was (probably) enacted the tepos yduos between Zeus and Hera. 27 The procession from the city also included young men in arms, 28 maidens who were probably dressed in white, 29 and cattle (also probably white) destined for sacrifice. 30 The description of the cult of Hera by Seneca's Argive maidens, which almost certainly preserves details of the Heraia, 31 combines the themes of freedom from the yoke, sacrifice, marriage, and the whiteness of the cattle: ad tua coniunx Candida tauri delubra cadet nescia aratri, nullo collum signata iugo (364-6). The cattle must be free of the yoke, but the Argive Hera is Zeu£ji8ia, a title associated with the yoking of cattle 32 -also perhaps, like her title Zuyioc, 33 with marriage. The Argive princess Io, before her sexual union with Zeus, had to leave her paternal home to wander 2 2 Brauron wooded in antiquity: J. D. Kontis in A. Argos to 500 BC (Minneapolis 1976 ) 60-8. Delt. xxii (1967 free (PV 666 aq>6Tov dAaaOai yfi$ ETT' EQXOCTOIS opois) in the form of a white cow. 34 In another version she is confined in the Heraion before being released to wander in a frenzy through the whole world.
35 Accordingly, Burkert argues that at the Heraia the cattle would be 'set free' to be caught for sacrifice.
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The white-clad Argive maidens in the procession seem associated with the white unyoked cattle. And the unyoked cattle are destined for sacrifice to the 'yoking' goddess of marriage. Two of the cattle, also white, are, so far from being unyoked, actually yoked to the chariot of Hera.
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Now these two animals appear in the manuscripts of Herodotus (i 31) as male. That they were however female is, given the importance of cows in the cult, generally agreed. Herodotus is telling the story of Kleobis and Biton, two young men who took the animals' place under the yoke, and in return for their piety were rewarded with death that night in Hera's precinct, where presumably the animals they replaced would have been sacrificed. The idea of coming like cattle under the yoke is, as we have seen, a widespread image for the transition of the bride. The substitution of youths for girls points to the military element in the procession: a war chariot and young men in arms.
38 To Vernant's demonstration 39 of the principle that 'marriage is for the girl what war is for the boy' we may add here a detail: warfare for men, like marriage for women, required entry into a 'yoke'-the line of battle. 40 The story of Kleobis and Biton, whether or not it contains any truth, may in origin owe something to that 'temporary participation in the nature of the opposite sex' characteristic of the initiation of warriors.
41 But its tendency, certainly, is to push the male element into the centre of the festival at the expense of the female.
The complex of ideas implicit in the Heraia is, though different of course in details, broadly similar to that found in Bacchylides' ode: virgins associated with unyoked cattle, the sacrifice of the unyoked cattle, (perhaps) the free roaming of cattle, the visit to Hera's temple as the first step towards marriage. The tepos y&uos between Zeus and Hera may, as at Athens, 42 have marked the season for marriages. The Heraia is said by the chorus of Euripides' Elektra to be attended by all the virgins of Argos (174 Trocp0EviKai, 179 vuu<poci), and may have been regarded as in some way preliminary to their marriages.
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The Greek girl is imagined as an animal, free, carefree, or wild, to be tamed or yoked in marriage. And the animal or animals actually sacrificed before the wedding are imagined as in some way standing in for the bride. These ideas are also implicit in the Attic and Lousian cults of Artemis, in the Argive cult of Hera, and in the narrative of B., but as if transposed to the civic level, as if the preparation of girls for marriage was a collective process, the responsibility of the polis. And there are two further elements shared by B.'s narrative and the Heraia. In both the girls' visit to Hera's temple is the first step towards marriage. And in both there is the important presence of young men, not as bridegrooms but as warriors, representing thereby not only the civic equivalent for young men of what marriage is for girls, but also the male-dominated world into which the girls are incorporated. Hera is the goddess of marriage, but also the great civic 3 4 Apollod. ii 1.3; Ov. Met. i 652, 743 (de bove nil initiation see Calame (n. 6) 220; as warrior initiation: superest, formae nisi candor, in ilia) associates the Burkert (n. 7) 163. For combined male and female whiteness of the cow and of the girl; etc.
initiation rites see Lloyd-Jones (n. 19) 100. HVOCOTEUOETCT' E£ 'EAAavcov, (hue traiecit Scaliger) / ou 3 9 Myth and society in ancient Greece (Brighton 1980) TOV "ApyEi UEATTOUCT' "Hpotv / KTA. Neither here nor at 23.
Lousoi and Brauron do I want to say that this was the 4 0 LSJ s. 'juy6v VIII'; the verb ixryeiv; Plut. Pel. 23 only function of the cult. For example, married women jeuyTTai.
probably participated in all three.
deity of the Argive TTOAIS. 44 The famous Argive bronze shield, sacred to Hera, which in myth accompanies or bestows political power, was carried in the procession by the young men; and a bronze shield (XOCAKTI acrrris) was also the prize in the subsequent contests. 45 So too the warriors of B.'s poem carry bronze shields (62 xoc^KdcrmSEs). This is not of course to say that the ode derives in all its details from Lousian and Argive cult. What we are concerned with is a ritually structured process (and its expression in myth and poetry) by which the community ensures male domination and its own continuity through marriage. We must now develop this idea by a long digression into what Bacchylides chooses not to say.
Collective Premarital Ritual and Dionysos
The resolution of the Proitids myth in Bacchylides follows actual practice, in which substitutional sacrifice is made to Artemis (whether in collective premarital sacrifice or individually immediately before the wedding) and girls do indeed abandon their real or imaginary opposition to marriage. But whereas in real life the girl has to make the transition to marriage, the mythical figures associated with this process may, unlike Bacchylides' Proitids, embody only its negative tendencies. Eukleia, the Hyperborean maidens, Iphinoe, Hippolytus, all honoured by local brides-to-be, died as virgins. 46 And Artemis herself remains a virgin in the wild, adhering fiercely to the liminal stage of the girl's transition to marriage. This divine adherence is of course not without its function in the process. The attachment to girlhood cannot be overcome by being ignored: it assumes a clear, identifiable form in the figure of Artemis, whose claim on the girl is appeased by prayer, by appropriate offerings, 47 and by an animal sacrifice which, as a substitute for the loss of the girl's young life, simultaneously fulfils the claims of her old life and prepares her for her new one. What may be called the negative elements in the transition (the attachment to girlhood, the need for the girl to die) are both symbolically realised in the sacrifice to Artemis, as e.g. in the substitutional sacrifice of unyoked cattle by Proitos. And so Artemis, because she must in practice relinquish the girl, paradoxically joins Hera as a goddess of marriage.
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The negative elements are embodied also in certain mythical girls whom Artemis kills, causes to be sacrificed, or turns into wild animals, but who nevertheless, occupying as they do a place between the goddess and mortal girls, sometimes also conform (in the same or different versions of the myth) to that mortal necessity of sex and marriage which seems to contradict the will of the goddess. Iphigeneia, for example, is actually sacrificed, or turned into or replaced by an animal, or married (to Achilles). Her sacrifice (or rather of a substituted bear) was said to be the origin of the premarital ritual of Artemis in which girls left the city to dress as bears at Brauron. 49 Kallisto, associated or even identified with Artemis, produces a son for Zeus, but is also turned into a bear (by Artemis or Hera), and killed by Artemis. 50 Atalanta, suckled by a bear, huntress and companion to Artemis, 51 finally yields reluctantly to marriage, but in some Another complex of ritual and myth in which female departure for the wild expresses hostility to male domination belongs to Dionysos. Dionysos and Artemis both hunt, lead female orgiastic dancing and female thiasoi in the wild, carry torches, inspire and suffer frenzy; and their cults are sometimes intertwined. 53 Like the Attic 'bears' or the Argive Proitids, Dionysos' female followers (the maenads) are imagined as leaving the city for an uncultivated area in which they become like animals. To take as an example an image with strong hymenaial associations (cf. n. 10), in Euripides' Bacchae the maenad roaming on the mountainside is compared to a filly at its mother's side (166 moAos OTTCOS OCUCC uotTEpi q>opP&8i). 54 Marriage and initiation into the maenadic thiasos are both radical rites of passage which may involve a (real or imagined) initial movement away from the civilised, male-dominated centre to the uncivilised periphery.
Another feature shared by Dionysos with Artemis is his association with female death (Ariadne, Erigone, Iphinoe) and metamorphosis (Karya, Procne, the Minyads). But these myths also indicate the respects in which Artemis and Dionysos are opposites. Let us begin with the two cases that involve both deities.
Firstly, Ariadne, the consort of Dionysos, was killed by Artemis Aiovuaou uapTupintai. generally agreed, is rape. 56 The story resembles structurally the myth of Karya: resistance to the irruption of sex is followed by ('initiatory') 57 death associated with a nut tree. Female death and metamorphosis is a theme associated with both Dionysos and Artemis. But whereas the Karyatides' resistance to sex is just what we would expect of girls in the cult of Artemis, in the corresponding story of Karya it is Dionysos himself who represents the irruption of sex. We may add that it seems likely that the ritual celebration of the Karya myth also had a Dionysiac dimension.
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In Attica Dionysos was the guest of Ikarios, and gave him the vine. But Ikarios was killed by his neighbours, who thought that the wine he gave them was poison. Consequently his daughter Erigone hanged herself (like the Karyatides) on a tree. In one version 59 Erigone was seduced by Dionysos. Her death was celebrated in song, and imitated in ritual, by Attic girls at the Dionysiac festival called Anthesteria. In one version of the Proitids myth, to which we shall return in section 5, their frenzy is inflicted on them by Dionysos and cured by Melampous after he had chased them from the mountains. Melampous was said by Herodotus (ii 49) to have introduced the cult of Dionysos into Greece. Iphinoe is killed in the chase, and her sisters married to Melampous and his brother Bias (see n. 15). The death of Iphinoe was celebrated at the Argive Agrania, presumably, like its Boeotian counterparts, a Dionysiac festival. 61 The Megarian Iphinoe, it may be added, also died a virgin, and was honoured by the local girls before their weddings.
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In these myths the death of a girl, who is the object of Dionysiac cult, is associated with sexual union with Dionysos or his priest. Dionysos also made love to the Nymphs. And that maenadism involves the danger of extra-marital sex was believed not only by Pentheus but also, for example, by fifth century vase-painters, who show maenads with Dionysos and his constantly lascivious followers, the satyrs. 63 On the other hand, the real or imagined ritual practice of Dionysos' female adherents generally excludes men; 64 and this too contrasts with the premarital cult of Artemis or Hera. 65 The two contrasts cohere: maenadic autonomy expresses extreme loss of control by men of their women. Whereas in the cult of Artemis girls might be imagined as in danger of rape by intruders, in the cult of Dionysos the imagined danger was of sex with outsiders as part of the celebration itself. In a fragment of Aeschylus (382) Dionysos is called MouvaScov jeviaTipiE.
Dionysos' sexual activity also includes participation in a sacred marriage, at the Attic Anthesteria. In this he resembles Artemis' opposite, and his natural enemy, 66 Hera. It is significant that whereas Jan Bremmer has recently located the origin of maenadism in premarital ritual, 67 Claude Calame ranges Dionysos along with Demeter, Aphrodite and Hera (and in opposition to Artemis) as a deity who 'intervient avant tout dans le domaine qui est celui de l'epouse et de la mere.'
68 Neither of these conclusions is satisfactory, because each stresses one side of a distinction which Dionysos transcends. This is the third difference from Artemis. Hera inflicts on the Proitids the frenzy that takes them out to the realm of Artemis, whereas Dionysos inflicts frenzy in both the home and the wild. 69 The Dionysiac thiasos includes both unmarried women, who belong to the realm of Artemis, and married women, who belong to the realm of Hera.
70 Dionysiac myths of death and metamorphosis concern both married women and girls. What is the significance of these similarities and differences between Dionysos and Artemis? Artemis relinquishes her mortal devotees, and so becomes a goddess of marriage. She and Hera, representing two stages of female life, combine at the point of a transition vital to the continuity of the civilised community, the conversion of girls into the wives of citizens. But Dionysos, in spanning this complementarity of Artemis and Hera, subverts the marital transition it articulates. The transition he imposes is into an association, the maenadic thiasos, which (as we see most clearly in the Bacchae) is imagined as antithetical to the civilised community of the polis. The centrifugal defiance of Artemis expresses a (real or imagined) attitude in the girl, which because overcome in the marital transition serves to define and confirm its opposite, the final state of marriage. The apparently similar attitude inspired by Dionysos, on the other hand, is antithetical not so much to the state of marriage as to the whole process by which girls become the wives of citizens. 71 Artemis inspires a temporary virginity in the wild as a prelude to civilised sexual union. But the maenadic thiasos is imagined as at home in the wild; as involving illicit sex there with outsiders; as entirely out of male control; and as renewing in married women that centrifugal opposition to marriage that had supposedly been permanently overcome in their marital transition. This last point is an important one. In a reversal of the hymenaial image, the Theban maenads are compared to fillies that have left the yoke (E. Ba. 1056 EKAnroOacu TroiKiA* obs TKOAOI 3uy&). The frenzied departure of a married woman for the wild does not precede but rather disrupts 72 the household to which marriage brought her; and this may, in the logic of myth, require that she kill her own children.
73 Such a deed makes reintegration into the civilised community impossible. Agaue, having killed her son, has to leave Thebes permanently for she knows not where. 74 Such permanent exclusion is, like that demanded of mythical virgins by Artemis, expressed as metamorphosis. Procne and the Minyads kill their offspring and turn into birds, 75 the former as a maenad at a feast of Dionysos, 76 the latter in a frenzy inflicted by Dionysos after they had resisted him out of love for their husbands. 77 The process of incorporation of the women in marriage is here reversed: from a temporary sojourn in the marital home she passes permanently into the realm of nature. Agaue is finally brought back to her senses by being reminded of her identity as constituted by marriage ritual (E. Ba. 1273-4) a n d motherhood (1275-6), and then describes herself, as she bids farewell to home and city, in a phrase that would have suggested exit from the bridal chamber:
78 cpuyas EK OocAducov (1370).
Disasters arising from male loss of control of their women are not of course always the fault of Dionysos. A family may be threatened by the sexual liaisons of a Klytaimestra or a Danae or even by the legitimate marriage of a daughter. Vernant has detected in Greek mythology and practice the instability noted by anthropologists in systems in which exchange of women is the rule. 79 For example, to give a woman to another group is to acquire allies, but it is also to lose her and her offspring. It may cease to be advantageous to exchange women with one's peers; and then various solutions are attested in practice and in myth, such as marrying the women within 7 1 Accordingly, the marriage of Dionysos (see 7 5 Maenads are compared to birds at E. 80 He is forced to marry them to strangers, and thereby loses two thirds of his kingdom.
Exogamy may be dangerous not only to the family but to the community as a whole. Proitos is a king, and so the damage done by his daughters' marriages is not only to his family but to the whole kingdom of Argos: it is political. This suggests another point. It is also Vernant who, in Athens, where the evidence is most plentiful, detects a development, accompanying the development of the city-state, in the social function of marriage; this culminates in the reforms of Cleisthenes and the law of 451 BC, SO that thereafter 'matrimonial unions no longer have as their object the establishment of relations of power or mutual service between great autonomous families; rather, their purpose is to perpetuate the households, that is to say the domestic hearths which constitute the city, in other words to ensure, through strict rules governing marriage, the permanence of the city through constant reproduction.'
81 Vernant is concerned with the legal embodiment of a conception of marriage which had no doubt long co-existed with the 'archaic' one. At the religious level, we can say that rituals such as the Argive Heraia and the Attic Brauronia, belonging as they do to the polis, S2 express the collective incorporation of true born girls as brides-to-be for citizens, and thereby form a symbolic element of the process by which the polis ensures its permanent identity through constant reproduction. Whereas in Dionysiac myth, and its celebration in civic cult, 83 the polis represents to itself the subversion of this process.
The sacred marriage of Zeus and Hera was celebrated at the Attic Theogamia (n. 42) and probably also at the Argive Heraia (n. 27). In both cases it may have been associated with the marriages of the citizens themselves (ns. 42-3). But the Athenians also celebrated, three weeks later apparently, 84 another iepos yauos of a very different kind. At the Anthesteria the wife of their 'king' (BOCCTIAEUS apx&ov) performed secret sacrifice along with a group of married women and was united with Dionysos in what was believed to be the ancient royal residence. Dionysos was probably escorted to the marriage in a ship-cart, as having arrived from overseas. 85 From the little that we know of this ritual it appears to resemble what I have emphasised in maenadism: female autonomy in ritual is associated with the disruption of legitimate marriage by sexual union with an outsider (Dionysos). 86 The disruption is antithetical to the celebration of the legitimate marriage of Zeus and Hera; but because it is not resisted by the king, it is temporary, contained, and beneficial to the community. 87 The same pattern is reflected in the myth of king Oineus, who withdrew from his city to allow Dionysos to be united with his wife, and was rewarded with the gift of the vine.
88 Dionysos also, we observed, made love to his Attic host's daughter, Erigone, and his Spartan host's daughter, Karya. But in the story of Karya we also came across the other side of the coin: rejection of the god, which always ends in disaster. (sacrifice) suggests a ritual context for the myth. 8 6 The verb used, £ §E660T| (see n. 87) is the normal
Two Dionysiac Extremes
One way of thinking about the disasters attendant on rejecting Dionysos is to divide them into two opposite kinds: complete loss of control of female kin, and over-control of female kin. In the middle is the consequence of prudently accepting Dionysos, the temporary, controlled anomaly such as we find in the sacred marriage at the Anthesteria. The one extreme is obvious enough in the myths of Thebes, Orchomenos, and Argos, in which Dionysos is first rejected and then sends the women roaming in the wild, with irreversibly disastrous consequences. The other extreme is less obvious.
In the Bacchae the men of Thebes try but fail to pursue the maenads from the mountainside (719 ff.). But the Thracian king Lykourgos succeeded in doing so. 89 He then, however, has troubles of the opposite kind: he is driven mad, kills (or rather sacrifices) members of his own family, 90 attempts incest, cuts off his own foot, kills himself, is blinded, is imprisoned in a cave. 91 There is a common tendency here. In rejecting the stranger god Lykourgos is turned violently inwards on himself and his family. As with the maenads, 92 rejection of Dionysos leads to sacrifice of kin. This, like his incest, represents the opposite extreme to the disastrous loss of kin to outsiders. 93 It is curious but appropriate that Nonnus compares Lykourgos in his habit of sacrificing strangers with Oenomaus, who kept his daughter unmarried at home (xx 149-66), and that when the chorus of Sophokles' Antigone search for parallels to the imprisonment in her ghastly vuu<peTov (891, etc.) of a girl whose loyalty to her family of origin was more important than marriage or offspring, they think of Danae, imprisoned to prevent offspring, of Kleopatra imprisoned by her husband and the blinding of her sons, and of the imprisonment of Lykourgos. 94 In their next song the chorus calls on Dionysos to come down from the mountainside to purify the city (1140-5).
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Imprisonment is the polar opposite of roaming in the wild. When it is inflicted by her sisters on Karya to prevent her sexual union with the divine stranger, he responds by setting them all on the mountainside (Karya as a tree, her sisters as barren stones). The maenads imprisoned by Pentheus are miraculously freed and dance up to the mountainside (Ba. 443-8; cf. Apollod. iii 5.1). The various versions of the myth of Antiope combine some of these themes with Dionysiac 96 elements. United with Zeus in satyr form, she then escapes to the mountain from her father Nykteus' wrath, gives her twin sons to the slave of'Oineus', 97 and marries an alien king, whereupon Nykteus kills himself in despair. Recaptured and imprisoned by her uncle Lykos, with whom she is in some versions united sexually, 98 she escapes again to the mountainside. In the Kypria she was the daughter of Lykourgos (p. 18 Kinkel). According to Pausanias (ix 17.6) she was driven mad by Dionysos and roamed all over Greece. The myth is clearly based on the opposition between at the one extreme, confinement in the home and incest, and, at the other extreme, loss of control of female kin on the mountainside and undesired exogamy. It is because Lykourgos mistakes them for vines" that he kills members of his own family and even cuts off his own foot. Here his rejection of the alien (for the vine is newly introduced) 100 is embodied in the very same act as his turning inwards against himself and his family. Conversely, in the story of Dionysos' gift of the vine to Ikarios, his daughter, Erigone accepts as a lover an outsider (Dionysos) who takes the form of a vine. 101 In the same story the vine is rejected by Ikarios' neighbours on exactly the same grounds, according to Hyginus (Fab. 130, 132 malum medicamentum), as it was rejected by Lykourgos.
Proitos steers a middle way
It is time to return to the Proitids. In the usual ending of the myth, as we have seen, they are cured by Melampous and given in marriage to Melampous and his brother Bias along with two thirds of the kingdom, and the third Proitid is killed in the chase from the mountainside. Now in some versions Melampous wins his territory by curing the married women of Argos, who have killed their children and are roaming in the wild.
102 Their frenzy is caused by Dionysos; whereas the frenzy of the Proitids is generally caused by Hera. This distinction is precisely what our discussion would lead us to expect. It is the married women who are sent into the wild by Dionysos, whereas the virginal roaming that ends in marriage is caused by Hera. There is however one version that cuts across this neat division. Apollodorus took apparently from the Hesiodic Catalogue of women the detail that it was Dionysos whose rejection by the Proitids resulted in their frenzied roaming and eventual marriage.
103 This is in fact the only genuine example of maenadism ending in marriage produced by Jan Bremmer in his attempt to derive maenadism from premarital ritual.
104 It seems to fly in the face of our conception of maenadism as subversive of marriage. Another blurring of our distinction is caused by Melampous, who appears in both versions of the Proitids myth, but is said by Herodotus (ii 49) to have introduced the cult of Dionysos into Greece. We cannot explain the problem away by saying merely that there has been a confusion between two similar myths, one about Hera and the Proitids, the other about Dionysos and the married women. 105 We should also say that inasmuch as the threat to family and community represented by the girls' frenzied aberrance is eventually concluded in marriage, the myth is appropriately dominated by the goddess of marriage, Hera; but that inasmuch as it does in fact end in calamity for family and community, namely the disintegration of the kingdom attendant on the exogamous marriage to Melampous and Bias, it is less appropriate to the great civic goddess of the Argolid, Hera, than it is to her enemy, Dionysos, following as it does a pattern of Dionysiac myth; rejection of the deity causes male loss of control over female kin which in turn results in irreversible catastrophe. 106 Bacchylides, by omitting the source of this ambiguity (Melampous), allows the implication of the girls' preparedness for marriage which rather than being disastrous for the community is entirely fit to be associated with the goddesses of marriage, one of whom is also the civic goddess of the Argolid. But, paradoxically, this entirely positive presence of the goddesses of marriage in the narrative required the omission of an actual marriage, for the actual marriage of the Proitids was traditionally with Melampous and his brother.
Another result of our detour into the realm of Dionysos is that it allows us to see that the relation of Bacchylides' narrative to the Dionysiac version is one of dialectical opposition. What I mean by this is that while excluding Dionysos it does not exclude all Dionysiac features. It includes some, but in order to negate them. Pentheus is out of his mind at the frenzied departure of the women, even before being explicitly inflicted by the god with Avicrcra.
107 And the same is true of Lykourgos.
108 Female frenzy seems to infect also the male. ocAAd viv aixuo9opoi
UU0OICTI TE UElAlXlOlS
Kai piai x^ipcov KOTTEXOV. Like Lykourgos, and Nykteus at the loss of his daughter, Proitos is inclined to strike himself dead. But, unlike them, he is prevented from doing so. This victory over his internal crisis leads to the solution of the crisis represented by the loss of his daughters. Both crises are in a sense, as we have seen, Dionysiac. But Dionysos and Melampous must be excluded; and so Proitos' suicidal impulse, being unfulfilled, is left without a divine source: it is merely a £EIVOC uEpiuva that strikes him (TTAS^EV) . Nevertheless, in order to restore his daughters to sanity he needs to purify himself in the river Lousos (96 f.) as well as to promise sacrifice to Artemis.
This sacrifice is, in contrast to the autonomously female maenadic sacrific (e.g. by Agaue of her son), performed according to normal Greek practice: i.e. (n. 123) by the male (with female participation: 40 fF., 104, nof.). Indeed, it belongs, as we have seen, to a process which subordinates the female to the male in marriage. Proitos regains control over his daughters-but not excessively: he does not, like Lykourgos, and as Pentheus threatens to do, sacrifice his own kin 110 or commit incest. Rather he sacrifices animal substitutes, thereby making his daughters available, by implication, for marriage with the warriors of his own city. Similarly Embaros, in an aetiological myth of the premarital ritual of the arkteia, said that he would sacrifice his daughter, but sacrificed a goat instead: hence, it was said, the proverb "Eu|3ocpos eiui, which was used ETTI TCOV TrapocTrociovTCOV Kai MEixnvoTcov, but could also mean cppoviuos (references in n. 19). 112 Proitos is also said by a late source to have tried to rape his daughter Nyktaia, who was then turned into an owl.
113
This tendency of the narrative is reinforced by its structure: we must return here to our starting point, to the correspondences between the narrative of the Proitids and the foundation of Tiryns which it frames, and in particular to the point at which the narrative returns, after the foundation of Tiryns, to the outer story: iv0ev aTrsacruuEvai TlpoiTov KUCCVOTTAOKOCUOI 9Euyov aSuotTOi SuyotTpES (82-4).
A preliminary point is that the departure (57 MTTOOCTOU) of the Proitids now appears in a subtly new light, as departure from the town built for the men (61-2) after their departure (60, 81 AITTOVTES) from Argos, a departure of aSucrroi (84) from a town that is 6E68UOCTOS (58). The opposition between the sexes implicit in TraAivTpoTrov vor|ua now acquires a more public dimension: it seems to concern the whole TTOAIS. It is at this crucial stage in the narrative that we arc plunged into the internal drama of Proitos, which constitutes yet another passage from crisis to resolution and so is in this respect analogous to the inner and the outer stories. Moreover, it mediates between the two, not just because Proitos is prominent in both of them, but also because his crisis shares features with both their crises (the quarrel between the brothers, the insult and frenzy of the Proitids). In all three cases there is a strange lack of internal restraint. The cause of the dreadful conflict at Argos is 'slight' (65). The fy\va UEpinvoc of Proitos has to be restrained by his soldiers. Like the quarrel at Argos, the passion of Proitos at Tiryns involves estrangement from kin. But at Tiryns the estrangement is from female kin, and so can be solved neither by fighting nor by separation. Consequently, what corresponds to the Argive SixooTCKTia <5cu£Tp68iKos is internal, psychological (87 Solace means 'he was in two minds'), and so resembles the frenzy of his daughters-a resemblance brought out by the echo of TrocpcrrrXfiyi (45) in TTAS^EV (86). Indeed, suicide in Greek myth is generally/ema/e.
114
The mediation which the internal drama of Proitos performs between the outer (male) and the inner (female) story is not merely formal. It is dynamic, reinforcing the tendency of the narrative. Proitos' internal crisis is resolved by the odxuocpopoi, with the two characteristic activities of male citizens: persuasion and force (90 f.). The xaAK&cnnSES fujLiQeoi of the inner (male) story (62) intervene decisively in the internal crisis of Proitos so as to set the outer (female) story on the way to the resolution of its crisis, with the result that whereas the conflict between males at Argos was resolved by division into cities, the division between the sexes at Tiryns is ended not by further political division, as in the excluded Melampous version, but by the eventual reincorporation of the females into the city whose foundation was the triumphant outcome of the inner story. In this respect it is the inner story that frames the outer: the male dominated unity of Tiryns is allowed to efface the various threats to it: male conflict, female frenzy, male loss of self-control. Not so easy to efface, and so excluded from the narrative, are the two opposite extremes, one at the very beginning and the other at the very end of the story: 1 1 1 Cf. Levi-Strauss' principles that 'all available 1 1 3 Lact. Plac. ad Theb. iii 507. Cf. the name variants should be taken into account' and that 'mythi-Nykteus (above): Antiope is sometimes called Nykteis cal thought always progresses-from the awareness of (e.g. Ov. Met. vi i n : cf Apollod. iii 5.5). Oineus too oppositions to their resolution', in 'The Structural married one daughter to a stranger (Herakles) kind which are overcome in a pattern of events deriving from civic premarital ritual, and so stands in a dialectical relationship with Dionysiac disruption; tragic potential is created so as to be negated, the subversion of premarital ritual by Dionysiac ritual is reversed. The frenzy of the male (Proitos) is controlled, and he institutes a sacrifice in which animals take the place of his daughters. In the Bacchae, on the other hand, Pentheus, when urged to sacrifice to Dionysos, angrily threatens to sacrifice the maenads (795 f), who include his kin; in fact of course it is Agaue who sacrifices, as 'priestess' (1114), her son; both victim and sacrificers are in the grip of Dionysiac madness; as is to be expected of a sacrifice performed entirely by females, 122 all the norms of sacrifice are reversed in a picture of absolute disorder, with suggestions of hunting and cannibalism. But on the other hand, as Seidensticker has shown, 123 it resembles in numerous details a normal sacrifice.
One of these details does not quite fit. When the victim is torn apart, the maenads fiActAajov (1133). Seidensticker in the interests of his parallelism plays down this difference: he concedes that the 'vox propria' in the sacrificial context is not aAocAajco but 6A0AO3CO. 'But the difference between the two parallel onomatopoeic words . . . is slight . . . Euripides may have preferred ctAaAdjeiv to 6A0AO3EIV because it fits the situation of the hunt and is so close to 6A0AO3EIV that the connotation of sacrifice cannot be missed ' (p. 186 n. 27 ). However the difference is, in this context, of the essence. Whereas the oAoAuyr) is essentially and mainly a passive, female cry, notably in the sacrifice, the aAaA&yn belongs on the whole to the male, and has an active character, notably as a cry of triumph in war.
124 Seidensticker misses the irony that here is another, extraordinarily powerful expression of the maenadic assumption of male roles. Not only do they perform the sacrifice. They have become hunters-even warriors. 125 Where we expect the oAoAuyn we find instead the dcAocA&yr).
Another such expression has occurred earlier in the play, when the men who attempt to 'hunt' the maenads from the mountainside are themselves put to flight (714-68; cf. Pentheus' persistence at 819). The myth here reverses what seems to have been a common way of ending the period of autonomously female ritual, the pursuit of the errant women by men.
126
Melampous and his band of young men 127 chased the Proitids (and Argive women) from the mountains UET' <5cAccAayuoO KOU TIVOS EV8EOU x°P £ ' a S (Apollod. ii 2.2). Lykourgos too shouted when pursuing Dionysos and his female followers from the mountainside (//. vi 137; S. Ant. 962). The male cry of aggressive triumph (dAocAccyuos) was no doubt an important and striking element in the ritual re-establishment, which included pursuit, xopEicc and perhaps also (n. 110) sacrifice, of male control. The version containing the physical conflict of the pursuit had to be excluded from Bacchylides' narrative. But he describes the Proitids, as they leave the town for the mountainside, as o-uepSocAsav cpcovdv leTaoci (56). The primary association of auspSaAECtv is not, pace Burnett (see section 1), with 'beasts', but with warfare. auEp5ocA£OS of the voice is confined largely to epic, and refers elsewhere exclusively (so far as I know) to the male voice, and 1 2 2 For the Greeks sacrifice should be performed by Odysseus says to Eurykleia, TCTXEO MiS* 6A6Auje. / ovx the male sex. The tendency for the exceptions to be 6air| KTCIHEVOICTIV ETT' cVvSpdcnv EUXET6CCCCT6OCI {Od. that there is nothing worse than leaving your country, 137 and then refers to the siblings' enforced departure from their paternal house with a verb (Siajeuyvuui) ironically suggestive of the 'unyoking' of marriage. 138 The process represented by the Argive Heraia is in the end tragically negated; and the royal house disintegrates even more disastrously than it did at the hands of Melampous.
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